Infra Work Manager

Quality.
Safety.
Efficiency.

Mobility.

HeadPower IWM is
the leading Nordic,
infra work
management
application.
IWM enables you to have control and a real-time
view over the whole order–delivery process,
starting from planning, up to warranty period
supervision.
It allows you to register all the data regarding
the projects building and managements tasks.
There is a built-in orderer–supplier process model that supports operating in a multi-actor enviroment. The process chain can be seamlessly
combined with sub-contractors and co-workers.
The default application processes are
configurable for each client. It is possible to
order jobs from selected suppliers through the
system. The supplier can document and report
the work progress via the system. Additionally, suppliers can control their own resources in
IWM.
The use of IWM does not requier any server
investments or maintenance as it is provided as
a SaaS (Software as a Service) service.

THE BENEFITS
Allows gathering and sharing data between
subscribers, suppliers, subcontractors and
other operators.
Covers the whole order–delivery process
from planning and budgeting, work
documentation up to warranty period
supervision.
Standardizes
job
descriptions
communication for all parties.

and

Helps to monitor and manage changes.
Enhances communication and sharing of
information.
Gathers and compiles the documentation
and changes of the project.
Provides an accurate and real-time view
of the overall project, work, resource and
financial situation.
A GIS-based (Geographical Information
Systems) map view and task manager
gives new perspective to support decisionmaking.
Helps to efficiently manage resources and
materials.
Supports hourly logging and wage payments.
Integrates with other information systems.

The main features of IWM
IWM offers versatile basic features that enhance
your resource planning, data collection and
communication with all parties involved.
Task lists and comprehensive search functions
Different types of standard job forms for
different types of work
Versatile attachment processing and
commenting
Ordering and delivering jobs
Joining partners and subcontractors to the
same process chain
Map-based management

Key additional features
Reporting
Resource management
Mobile management
Hourly logging and wage payment interfaces
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